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Security

Security

Maritime security, driver security, personal 
protection services and much more: we guarantee 
the safety of people, resources and infrastructure.

We provide you with the most suitable means to prevent potential risks 
for a company or employees, identifying and managing crisis situations in 
which you can incur. Discover all the security services, one for every need.

Security Manager

The Security Manager directly supports the company by studying, developing and implementing operational strategies 
and plans, in order to prevent and handle situations that may damage the company.

Inside’s Security Division provides its clients with the expertise of experienced, certified professionals in the Security 
field, able to manage the technical, organisational, economic and human aspects related to its operation.

The main functions of the Security Manager include:

• safeguarding and keeping corporate structures secure;
• the management and protection of personnel;
• formalisation of the internal procedures for company 

security;
• defending the image and reputation of the company;
• resolution of legal disputes;
• assessing the reliability of business opportunities;
• defining strategies for cost containment;
• organisation of events and business meetings;

• obtaining the professional certifications required by 
specific operational areas;

• building relationships with institutional bodies and/or 
policies for handling particularly sensitive matters;

• protecting computer networks, computer files and/or 
hard copies, as well as any other documents and/or 
information of a confidential nature;

• prevention of computer attacks that could endanger 
the company’s know-how.
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Strategic Security Consulting

Risk Assessment

INSIDE’s Security Division provides customised services (based on business goals or risk protection) related to the 
safety of goods and resources involved in business processes, thus providing the right business strategy on risk control: 
effective data protection considerably contributes to the safe conduct of productive activities and, consequently, to the 
company’s success.

Strategic consulting services for security allow for knowledge and assessment of the level of compliance with the 
regulatory framework; it will also allow you to analyse and manage physical, logical, organizational and business 
continuity safety risks and improve information security processes.

It helps determine quantitative and qualitative risks arising from potential sources of danger, in probabilistic terms, 
by mapping your security device (defined as the set of technologies, people, processes and infrastructures used for 
security), by evaluating each analysed area and analysing the gap between the current device and the one you expect to 
be supplied with, namely, once the threat analysis has been carried out, it is possible to measure the gap between the 
device currently in use and the needed to face the threat, with appropriate suggestions for mitigating or transferring risk.

This is achieved by always balancing efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability, and in compliance with the ISO/IEC 
27002 standard on information security.

Security

Country Risk Report

Evaluate the Risk of Non-payment by Foreign Companies

The service is aimed at assessing non-payment risk by companies located in a specific country and, thus, at supporting 
the Customer in making informed decisions in the field of international business activities, with the aim of helping the 
same in international growth strategy.

The methodology adopted by INSIDE’s Security Division consists in the analysis of a number of economic indicators, 
both quantitative and qualitative, in order to provide a comprehensive profile of the economic situation, the political 
business environment and potential commercial and financial risks.

Maritime Security

Maritime Security: Anti-Piracy for Passengers and Cargo Ships
INSIDE’s Security Division prevents the risk of assaults, kidnapping or hijacking of cargo vessels or passenger ships by 
providing protective measures, especially in areas considered to be at high risk, such as Somali waters.

The service is guaranteed by security teams, dissuasive tools and technologies and crew training, all by respecting the 
standards of the industry:

•     ISPS Code (International Code for the Safety of Ports and Ships)
•     SOLAS (Safety of Life at Sea) regulation
•     United Nations Convention on Sea Law, 1982
•     International Regulation on flags and ports
•     Conventions and agreements of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
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Security

Executive Protection

Security Driver

Protection services against violence or attacks on people

The service ensures the protection of individuals susceptible to attacks and violence, and possibly their families, by 
assisting them during their trips or simply in the course of ordinary professional activities, all without invading their 
privacy.

The protection plan is customised according to the Client’s needs and commensurate with the type and seriousness of 
the danger the subject is potentially exposed to by ensuring defence at any time, during any movement on national and 
international territories, roads, airports and ships, at work as well as at home.

To this end, the staff of INSIDE’s Security Division complies with stringent psycho-physical requirements and undergoes 
constant physical training as well as updates on new legal-regulatory, technical and psychological-social requirements 
of interest.

Highly-qualified professionals for personal protection

By resorting to the utmost confidentiality, discretion and professionalism, INSIDE’s Security Division offers driver services 
for each specific need (long-term assignments or one-time events, personal security needs of managers, politicians etc.): 
trips, transfers from airports or during conferences or exhibitions, transfers (and consequent protection) of individuals 
carrying personal items of value.

The staff is highly qualified, even thanks to constant and periodic training on safe driving.

Travel Security

Organise business trips with a peace of mind, even 
when travelling to the most dangerous countries

understand and take into consideration any peculiarities of a 
country; the political, social and geological situation, crime level 

and health problems.

Travel Security

The service allows you to travel with peace of mind even in high-risk areas.

It is possible to:
• understand and take into consideration any peculiarities of a country; the political, social and geological situation, 

crime level and health problems.
• support the client in planning business trips


